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RENDER TRIMS PRODUCT SELECTOR
2023 VERSION

Australian Manufacturers  
of Quality UV Stabilized PVC Angles  

& Trims for the Render Trade
PTT products are made from Flame Resistant

(FR) UVPVC
that comply with the BCA specification C1.10

 UV Stabilized Rigid PVC
 Impact Resistant Rust Free
 Manufactured in Australia
       employing Australians

PTT UVPVC products comply with Australian Standards of testing to determine  
UV Stabilization for UVPVC, ASTM G154 + ASTM D792. 

The PTT climate friendly factory in Queensland recycles PVC, water,  
uses Solar power and complies with GCCC environmental policies.

REGISTERED COMPANY
ISO 9001:2015

Certificate No. AU1285

R



Use on Polystyrene Sheeting (the 4.5mm build 
allows the sheet mesh to fit under the anchor cap).
Use on other substrates that require 4.5mm 
render build.

PTT is a ISO 9001 accredited company is the market leader in the Australian manufacturing of quality 
Flame resistant (FR) UV Stabilized PVC Trims & Angles.

PTT have developed a unique range of Render & Plasterboard PVC Trims & Angles for the Render & 
Plasterboard trades. 

PTT is an Australian owned company with over 40 years of experience in the building industry including 
over 24 years in PVC extrusion manufacturing, Sales, Marketing & Distribution.
We manufacture the PVC trims in our Plastic Extrusion Factory in Queensland. 

PTT have worked closely with the Render & Plasterboard industry to develop our range of Trims & Angles 
to suit the tough Australian conditions and are constantly striving to improve the range and welcome 
feedback from the trade.

PTT Render Trims & Angles are made from pure FR-UVPVC that comply to the methods for fire testing 
on building materials, components & structures Part 2 test for flammability of materials to the Australian 
Standards for Bush Fire Prone Areas AS 3959-2009 as measured by AS 1530.2-1993.

PTT Render Trims & Angles comply with Clause 7, Table 4 of BCA Specification C1.10 requires other 
materials and insulation to have spread of flame index <9 (PTT result 0) and a smoke developed index 
<8 (PTT result 6) if the spread of flame index is more than (PTT result 0) - Test report number 20- 
003988-18/08/2020

PTT market their range of PVC Trims & Angles via a network of distributors throughout Australia and 
overseas.

PTT Angles & Trims Should be fixed using a quality patch render as some other glues & adhesives 
could contain a Zylene solvent which if applied unevenly can soften PVC.

Render Sheet Mesh & Joining Tapes PTT Distribute Render Sheet mesh, Render Mesh Jointing rolls, 
Self adhesive mesh jointing tape for Fibre cement sheeting & PVC washers for EPS. These products are 
manufactured and warranted by Changshu Jiangnan Glass Fiber Co., Ltd.

PTT Trim Applicator makes it easy to fix corner anglesPTT Trim Applicator makes it easy to fix corner angles

PTT Angles & Trims should be stored flat and below 25°C and free from dust & contaminationPTT Angles & Trims should be stored flat and below 25°C and free from dust & contamination

The lugs help squeeze the render through

   Patch render locks the angle on the corner

Quick and easy to apply

Expansion Joint rendered on the wall

  Suction will hold the trim in place & the 
levels will keep it straight

    The perfect bond - the patch render and 
render finish will blend together

The perfect finish with the new PTT Render Sealant
Expansion Joint Trim - 42-RSEXP-3.5



Use on Polystyrene Sheeting (the 4.5mm build 
allows the sheet mesh to fit under the anchor cap).
Use on other substrates that require 4.5mm 
render build.

RENDER PRODUCT LISTING
(Note: all angles & trims should be fixed using a quality patch render as some other adhesives may contain a 
Zylene solvent which can soften PVC - Render build is an indication only refer to your render supplier for the 
correct thickness for the substrate.)

RENDER EXTERNAL ANGLES



- 4mm render build
42-RRT13-4

RENDER EXTERNAL ANGLES CONTINUED...

www.ptrim.com.au

RENDER EXPANSION JOINT TRIMS 
(Note: Expansion Joint trims should be fixed using a quality patch render as some other adhesives may contain a Zylene solvent which can soften PVC.)



- 4mm render build
42-RRT13-4

RENDER STARTER TRIMS - 3.5mm build

RENDER STARTER TRIMS - 6mm build

NOTE: RST40mm, RST60mm, RST75mm & RST100mm in 3.5mm build now also come with NO weep holes.

NOTE: RST40mm & RST60mm in 6mm build now also come with NO weep holes.
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